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About This Content

The level-80 sense of purpose helped him to reach incredible heights. He is ready to share it with you. Pinch off just a small
piece and you will become a great president ... that is a monopolist. And Uncle Abe's inheritance of 100 gold, 50.000 chips and

the legendary dice will help to establish yourself in your new status.

By purchasing this content, you get the Lincoln character, Lincoln dice, 100 gold and 50.000 chips.
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GAUGE is most definitely not a person that appears in 'films' for mature audiences.. I am really having a blast with this game.
Also, I have not experienced any defects or errors. So far, over the top cutesy and not much of a plot. The plot is goofy.
However, it has some very interesting power-ups, and it's quite challenging with some levels.

Each level has some goal to achieve ... collect a certain number of X, drop X objects to the bottom, break all of the ice ...
standard Match 3 goals. The game does recognize L and T patterns, so that is good. Interspersed between matching levels are
Hidden Object levels. Nothing very challenging, and they are repeatable for a better score. However, each level limits by
number of moves. So, there is no casual play. Some might be turned off by that. Also, some levels have blocks that shift around.
It's a bit disconcerting, and some may also be turned off by this. I love a challenge, and the feeling earning three stars gives.

The animations are very nicely done. The graphics are bright and colorful. It has a mildly spooky theme, completely light
hearted. Not deep, using power-ups isn't skillful, and there's not a ton of strategy.

Overall, fun and worth playing.. Grabbed this while on sale as an alternative to Cities Skylines and simcity4. Waste of money.
This game is worse than cities XL series. Stay away.. ITSA SPICY MEATBALL!!!!

all 3 kills are really grusome and gucci kills, ya should get it. It's not the best game in the world, and there are a couple odd
things about it that I don't understand, but it's pretty enjoyable. It doesn't suck you in for hours at a time, but it's great to play a
few levels, upgrade your city a little bit, then put it away until you're bored again.. game of the year. The Arrow III is a fun and
easy alternative to the other power on North American locomotives. The throttle and brakes are reminiscent of European and
Japanese electric power. It is a must for NEC fans.. This game is just awesome! It introduces some very fun and addictive
shooter elements . It's simple to play but very challenging as well. The controls are great and it has a lot of cool modes with a
very cool soundtrack too. I highly recommend checking this game out if you're a fan of the genre!. Maybe with another engine
and with some work, it could be a successfull game!
But even multiplayer mode can't help this title.

Looks ugly, awful physics and handling.... This was a fun puzzle game which I completed with all 3 star levels in 10 hours. No
violence, and the levels gradaully get a bit more tricky each time. The game is simple to master and is all point and click to send
your minions off to get on with their business. I would imagine that this was developed as a smart phone game, which is to take
nothing away from it.
I found it an enjoyable little diversion from "big" games like Skyrim, and is something which you can dip in and out of.
Levels are timed for star rewards.
I got it for 39p on Steam sale, and it is certainly worth that!
For a little puzzler I bought cheap on a whim, I am very pleased with this game.
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donkey kong said trans rights. I really don't understand why this game isn't free. It's so short and honestly the puzzles were not at
all difficult, I wish it would have at least provided more hours of gameplay.. Needs work, Fix the camera, But I have faith in it.
Great multiplaying experience.. I don't know how many dozens of hours I sunk into this game on my X360.
It was nostalgia that made me pick it up again. And it totally lives up to my memory.
The skins/music are different, but it's the same feeling.

If you never played Lumines: think Tetris, but getting into the zone, where everything else blurs away, way faster.
The rhythm of the beat and the vibrations of the controller, the pulsing colours and the way blocks are cleared ...it all melds into
one.
I have to say, that I switched to playing with keyboard, as my contoller is a little wonky. Controlls are usually tight and on point,
just the dash is anoying.. - Excellent voice casting.
- Nice content.
- 18+ scene is so good.
- Even u close ur eyes, u will still find bugs.

Conclusion : GG
#I suggest you going out to find the 18+ patch.. this game marks the departure from tactical fps, what we all know rainbow as,
into more of the norm blah blah shoot lots of dummy bad guys.
also what could be said as the begining of the end of the rainbow series. pretty good game
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